Segments of the internal carotid artery during endoscopic transnasal and open cranial approaches: can a uniform nomenclature apply to both?
The classic anatomic view of the course of the internal carotid artery (ICA) and its segments familiar to neurosurgeons by a 3-dimensional microscopic cranial view may be challenging to understand when seen in the unique 2-dimensional view of transnasal endoscopic surgery. We re-examined our 1996 classification of 7 (C1-C7) segments of the ICA, comparing the arterial course in cadaveric dissections for both a transnasal endoscopic transpenoidal approach and frontotemporal craniotomy. Five formalin-fixed cadaveric heads injected with colored silicone underwent thin-cut computed tomographic scanning for bony and vascular analysis. The ICA's intracranial course viewed by transnasal endoscopic dissection was compared with the view of a bilateral frontotemporal crantiotomy, from the petrous (C2) to communicating (C7) segments. Refinement of our 1996 ICA classification provides an anatomical understanding for endoscopic exposures transnasally along an inferior skull base trajectory. The changing course of the ICA, initially termed loop is now termed bend (i.e., implying a change in direction). Four bends are described as the ICA enters into the skull base as C2, C3-C4, C4, and C4-C5. We discuss delineation of certain problematic ICA segments and identify landmarks for endoscopic endonasal approaches. Our classification of the segments of the ICA achieves consistency without sacrificing either clinical or anatomic accuracy for either transcranial or endoscopic approaches. Universal application of this established nomenclature can avoid new and misleading terms, respects anatomical landmarks delineating segments, and provides a universal language for clear communication between disciplines.